
Mushu’s missing. Maybe he won’t be by the 
time you read this – I have hope – but, for now, 
he’s gone. 

Mushu is a cat, a flame point Siamese. I 
can’t remember precise details, but I think 
he’s roughly 14. 

My daughters, little girls when Mushu was 
born, developed a PowerPoint presentation 
to advocate for cat-acquisition. It was cute, 

clever and unconvincing to a cat-curmudgeon 
like me. I didn’t want Mushu, or any represen-

tative of his ilk – I had no history with or affinity 
for cats – but my wife and kids, to my angered 

surprise, made a clandestine trip to a breeder and 
brought a faded-ocher fur-ball home, and my vote 
was rendered moot. 

Time passed, and I fell in love. Deeply so. 

Mushu makes me laugh. He pays attention to me and 
he ignores me. He demands that I hold him, until he – 
almost-cruelly and with icy disconnect – leaps off my lap 
and pads away. Some nights – most – he nestles on my 
chest when I finally lie down for sleep, and his purring 
– loud, throaty and uncontrolled – fills the otherwise-si-

lent darkened space. When my bed was rendered empty, 
Mushu recognized my pain and reminded me that I’m not 

alone. 

We declared kitten-Mushu to be an “indoor cat.”  
At times, he had a different opinion of himself. At 
our house on Spring Marsh Lane, he taught himself 

to open the door to the garage. The first time he went 
missing, I panicked, until I noticed the door was ajar. 

Too quick to blame – one of my worst charac-
ter defects – I chided my wife for carelessness 
and, eventually, found Mushu curled up under-
neath our most-recently-run car. Weeks, if not 
months, passed before we caught Mushu red-
pawed. Every inch of his body was stretched as 
he balanced on his hind legs and pulled down 
on the lever-handle, releasing the door from 
its jamb. We were dumbfounded, mesmerized, 
and wholly amused. The truth was revealed: 
The culprit wasn’t an absent-minded spouse, 
faulty mechanics, or an unnamed ghost; but a 

clever, agile and mischievous cat. 

The door problem got trickier with time. He 

learned to nudge it closed with his nose after sneaking out. On such 
occasions, we failed to consider that he might be in the garage. When 
the automatic doors rose from the concrete floor, Mushu would run out 
into the driveway. Sometimes we noticed. Sometimes not. Several of 
the not-noticed times led to frantic distress. In hindsight, it feels like I 
traipsed through neighboring yards, sometimes desperate in the dark, at 
least once a week for a year. 

We never abandoned our searches, cooing “Moooo-shoo,” in forced 
falsetto, as if cats are somehow soprano fans. Once, I found him hid-
ing in a sewer drain. Another time, I spotted an unnaturally light dot 
against the spring green marsh grass. On the latter occasion, I slogged in 
quicksand-like mud a few hundred yards, while Mushu waited on a dirt 
mound, ready to be rescued but disinclined to make it easy on me. 

On Super Bowl Sunday, we had a group at my house. When the game 
ended, Mushu’s absence grew conspicuous. As people came in and out, 
did Mushu dash, undetected, into the street? Please…no. 

We hustled up and down the stairs, opening every closet and cabinet, 
and inspecting the hidden underneaths of each bed. No cat. We can-
vassed the neighborhood until after midnight. No cat. I put food out 
front and checked through the night. No cat. Monday light, street-by-
street. No cat. Posters, social media posts, word-of-mouth requests for 
vigilance. No cat. It’s Tuesday, late morning. There’s a litter box out front 
of my house now. No calls. No cat.

I never quite understood the connection people have to their pets. 
That was before Mushu. He’s a family member, as steadfast and loyal and 
important as any of the rest of us. I miss him like I would miss air.

I won’t give up. We won’t give up. We want Mushu to come home. If 
you see him, send me an email… slauretti@salcompanies.com. 
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